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I often talk about health and safety in the newsletter. 
It is a subject close to my heart. Every employee and sub-
contractor has the right to return home safe and sound at the 
end of their working day. I am particularly proud, therefore, 
that W M Donald has recently become the first construction 
company in the north-east to achieve ISO 45001 accreditation. 
A big thanks to our HR and HSEQ Manager, Eilidh Cameron, 
for leading the W M Donald project team.

One of ISO 45001’S core ‘values’ is a focus on leadership. 
Along with our senior management team, I will be delivering 
regular briefings to every member of the W M Donald 
workforce. The first of these briefings was in February and 
covered not only health and safety, but also business objectives, 
project and staffing updates and more. The briefings also 
provided a forum for those working on site to ask questions and 
provide feedback on any issues of concern. I really enjoyed the 
experience.

One of my key messages was that W M Donald continues to 
maintain turnover despite the completion of the AWPR and a 
relatively subdued housing market. This has been achieved 
by strong client retention and broadening the scope of our 
operations to target specific projects from Inverness down to 
Perth. 

One sign of our quiet confidence is a significant investment in 
new plant to upgrade and extend our fleet of excavators. W M 
Donald has predominantly chosen Volvo excavators and our 
investment includes new 25t and 22t machines. We have also 
opted to invest in a 40t Doosan excavator from Balgownie in 
Inverurie. The Doosan comes with a five-year warranty, greater 
fuel efficiency and an ability to lift 17 tonnes, or 10 tonnes at 
full extension. This increased lifting capacity is important as the 
construction industry trends ever more towards offsite modular 
construction techniques.

At a time when we are all planning summer breaks with our 
families, it is sobering to remember those children living with 
complex disabilities and life-limiting medical conditions. I 
recently walked the West Highland Way to raise money for 

Charlie House (charliehouse.org.uk) a charity 
that supports such children and their families. 
Their ‘Big Build appeal to create a purpose-
built facility in Aberdeen is inspiring in its 
ambition, scope and vision. 

I wish all employees, sub-contractors, clients 
and supply chain a warm, healthy 
and happy Summer.

WILLIE

PS – Don’t forget to protect your 
skin if you are on site or on the 
beach!

WILLIE’S WELCOME Kingsford Stadium 
Training Facility
Situated close to the new Aberdeen Western Peripheral 
Route (AWPR) and town of Westhill, construction of the 
Phase 1 training pitches and site infrastructure has seen 
major progress in recent months. W M Donald has 
constructed the private roads, footpaths and street 
lighting on site, as well as sewers, filter trenches and 
waste water pumping station.

The designers required a retaining wall to allow the 
greenkeepers’ building and water storage tanks to be 
constructed at a lower level thereby screening them 
from general view.

The pavilion building floor slab was constructed as a 
monolithic reinforced concrete raft with multiple 
downstands resembling a waffle. This construction was 
selected by the client to avoid costly remediation works 
to the made subsoils in the area. The substructure was 
constructed as a single 400m3 pour.

CAD image showing ‘waffle’ design of the concrete substructure
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David Muir joined W M Donald as Utilities Manager 
in April 2018. David’s CV includes experience with 
Energy Assets, Hydrosave and Stewart Milne 
where he worked as a site manager.

‘My job is to grow the utilities business of W M Donald. W M Donald 
has long been known for its work on wastewater and potable water 
projects and we have held WIRS* accreditation for some time. We 
have now added GIRS** accreditation to our portfolio.’

W M Donald’s GIRS accreditation covers:

CCCR - Construction, Commission, Connection, Routine 
CNRB - Connection (non-routine) Basic

In simple terms, this means W M Donald can build gas 
infrastructure on both domestic and many commercial 
developments. It is able to make service connections on PE 
pipes up to 63mm in diameter and under-pressure branch 
connections on PE mains up to 125mm.

‘In the past we have sub-contracted gas infrastructure work 
to other parties, but we are now bringing that work in-house. 
Clients like the fact we can do everything from enabling 
works, groundworks, foundations, right through to utilities. We 
are already winning work from many of the region’s largest 
developers and housebuilders from Inverness in the North to 
Dundee and Perth in the south.’

In years past, British Gas delivered a really strong training 
programme including apprenticeships. The last graduates 
from this programme are now approaching retirement and the 
deregulated industry has largely failed to fill the skills gap.

‘We are fortunate in already having gas mains and service layers 
in our existing workforce. I am really keen to bring through the 
next generation of skilled gas and water operatives from within 
W M Donald’s younger generation and, in particular, to ensure 
they can work effectively on both gas and water infrastructure.’

Ian Gray, Operations Manager, has been impressed with the 
way David has gone about his work:

‘Utilities is a demanding area to work in and can be very 
frustrating. David has a calm demeanour and level-headed 
approach to problem-solving. He is very professional and looks 
to deal with challenges as soon as they arise. I’m sure he will 
be successful in building a profitable portfolio of utilities work to 
add to W M Donald’s existing services.’

*WIRS – Water Industry Registration Scheme 
**GIRS – Gas Industry Registration Scheme

DAVID MUIR - LEADING W M DONALD’S 
PUSH INTO MULTI-UTILITIES
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Davidson Mill Chimney

Barratt Homes is developing the 
site of the former Davidson Paper 
Mill at Mugiemoss Aberdeen into 
a mix of homes, offices and 
community facilities. 
All the mill buildings have been demolished and an extensive 
programme of ground remediation was carried out prior to 
commencement of the development. The 43m high brick 
chimney stack is the only original mill feature still standing. It 
has been retained as a landmark centred in a landscaped 
area designed to enable the general public to enjoy the 
open space and River Don. 

The River Don is a significant salmon spawning river. As a 
result, otters, seals and kingfishers can often be spotted 
feeding off the migrating salmon.

A team of steeplejacks are currently repointing the stack and 
tightening the metal reinforcement bands. Once this has 
been completed, W M Donald will construct a waterfront 
boardwalk.

Paper mills require access to large quantities of water and 
are invariably located alongside rivers. At one time four 
board mills operated on the River Don between Aberdeen 
and Inverurie; only Stoneywood Mill (established in 1710) 
remains in operation today.

Davidson Mill was active from 1795 until its closure in 2005. 
In its heyday the mill  produced 100,000 tonnes of board 
per annum.

You can find further historical information on the mill 
at www.mugiemoss.co.uk.
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The importance 
of quality
Ian Gray is W M Donald’s Operations Manager:

‘Quality workmanship is critical to W M Donald’s success 
in many ways. On a practical level, minimising snagging 
enable us to get paid more quickly thus helping cash 
flow. The pride in a ‘job well done’ is a huge motivator 
for site teams, and a happy client is more likely to come 
back to us with further works in the future and to refer us 
to colleagues and associates. ‘Word of mouth’ referrals 
are an incredibly valuable source of new work.’

A child’s view of construction
This image of earthworks on the Grandhome housing 
development looks uncannily like a scene created in 
many a child’s sandpit!

An example of quality workmanship from a hard landscaping project at 
Crathes

There’s nothing standard 
about W M Donald’s ISO 
45001 accreditation!
In March 2018 ISO 45001 replaced OHSAS 18001 and 
has become the international standard for occupational 
health and safety. Organisations accredited to OHSAS 
18001 have until March 2021 to migrate to the new 
standard.

W M Donald’s commitment to the health and safety of its 
workforce is witnessed by the fact that it has achieved ISO 
45001 accreditation within a year of the new standard 
being introduced.

Eilidh Cameron, HR & HSEQ Compliance Manager, 
project managed the transition:

‘From an implementation and responsibility viewpoint, 
ISO 45001 has four key differences from OHSAS 18001.

Firstly, the emphasis moves from hazard control to hazard 
risk evaluation and remediation. The aim is to ‘prevent’ 
hazards before they cause accidents and injuries.

Secondly, the standard incorporates health and safety in to 
the overall management system of the business. The senior 
management team has to show active engagement with 
the health and safety management system. This is important 
because they are accountable for its effectiveness.

Thirdly, the standard is strong on employee training and 
education and seeks to increase worker participation and 
engagement.

Finally, communications. The standard looks at what, when 
and how to communicate.’

The W M Donald workforce has already received the 
first of what will become regular briefings from the senior 
management team (see ‘Willie’s Welcome’ on P2). 
The briefings provide an opportunity for 
questions and feedback.
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The BIG
Interview
DR.PETER SNAPE

Dr Peter Snape has worked as Occupational 
Health Physician to W. M. Donald over the 
last ten years to improve the health and 
wellbeing of its workforce.
What is an Occupational Health Physician?

Occupational health focuses on the physical and mental 
wellbeing of employees in the workplace. The aim of 
occupational health is to prevent work-related illness and 
injury by encouraging safe working practices, applying 
ergonomics (studying how you work and how you could 
work more effectively from a health perspective), monitoring 
the health of the workforce and advising on the management 
of sickness absence and subsequent return to work.

W M Donald’s employees work in a hazardous environment 
and it therefore has a statutory obligation to implement a 
health surveillance programme in relation to certain of these 
hazards. Well-Being’s approach to occupational health 
places as much focus on wellbeing as it does on work-
related health so our health surveillance programme also 
incorporates a lifestyle review. An employee who is fit, happy 
and healthy is more productive, supportive to colleagues and 
more aware of their personal safety and the safety of others.

How did you become an Occupational Health 
Physician?

After medical school I originally trained as a General 
Practitioner and then worked for approximately twelve 
years in a Practice based in Kincorth. I enjoyed being 

a General Practitioner 
and it taught me the 

importance of effective 
communication with 
patients in order 

to understand their 
concerns. This skill is 
also fundamental to 

successful occupational 
health.

During my time as a General 
Practitioner I was asked to do 
some occupational health 
work for a local company. 

Whilst undertaking this work I became fascinated by the 
issues involved and the potential to improve people’s health 
and wellbeing. Some years later, and after some further 
education and time to gain experience in the field, I set up 
my own consultancy and have now been an Independent 
Occupational Physician for more than 25 years.

What are the key skills needed by an Occupational 
Health Physician?

In addition to medical knowledge and an ability to 
communicate, an Occupational Health Physician has to 
understand their clients’ workplaces, the hazards faced by 
their employees and specific illnesses associated with a 
given job or sector. We are tasked with tracking key health 
parameters and highlighting any significant changes. We 
advise clients on steps that can be taken to improve the 
health and wellbeing of the workforce and monitor the 
effectiveness of a client’s control mechanisms which allows 
us to advise on issues relating to compliance with statutory 
requirements.

There is a political dimension to the job too as we have to 
consider all the different priorities and needs of employers, 
staff and occupational health. The goal is to achieve an 
equitable solution to occupational health challenges that is 
acceptable to all parties. 

What are the key changes you have seen in the 
construction industry over your career?

People are living longer, so the general health of the 
population, as a whole, is theoretically improving. However, 
there is undoubtedly an obesity crisis relating to lifestyle, 
the trend towards more sedentary jobs and the fact that 
a significant proportion of the population does not take 
sufficient exercise outside 
work. 

Whilst the ‘sedentary’ tag 
may not apply to many 
of W M Donald’s site 
workforce there are still certain 
occupations in 
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construction, such as plant operators and HGV drivers, where 
there is limited scope for physical exertion. The incidence of 
illnesses associated with obesity – diabetes, coronary heart 
disease, osteoarthritis to name just a few – will continue to 
increase for the foreseeable future and managing the work-
related health implications of these changes will be challenging. 

As we are all aware, increased life expectancy has put an 
incredible strain on state pension finances. We are all now 
expected to work longer before receiving our pensions and 
this change raises further challenges for those in physically 
demanding occupations. My experience of working with 
the W M Donald workforce, however, is that the lads on site 
are resilient, they enjoy their work and the ‘social’ interaction 
involved in it. My impression is that many of them certainly 
don’t want to work in an office! 

Age alone should not prevent us working until later in life, just 
look at me! Taking basic precautions to avoid musculo-skeletal 
problems, e.g. following guidelines for safe lifting, wearing PPE 
and sticking to the maxim of ‘a little of what you like does you 
good, but all things in moderation’ should ensure we all enjoy 
our later working life.

What are some current occupational health issues 
we should be aware of?

All industries have occupational health issues and these tend 
to change as manpower, technology and materials alter over 
time. In construction, for example, there were the respiratory 
implications of exposure to asbestos followed by several 
others including Hand Arm Vibration Syndrome (HAVS). The 
construction industry cannot avoid working with hazardous 
materials and I suspect that the health issues relating to 
exposure to silica dust will be one area of focus going forward.

There are also concerns regarding the increasing incidence 
of mental health problems in the general population, and 
construction in particular. W. M. Donald is to be applauded for 
its initiatives in this area. As an Occupational Health Physician 
I often advise clients on how best to address mental health 
issues. Through the general health questionnaires completed 
by every employee that we assess I can often advise on areas 
of potential risk. 

What do you do to unwind outside your work?

I have three children who were all competitive swimmers and 
as a result became involved in the medical aspects of sport. I 
was a Medical Adviser first to Aberdeen Amateur Swimming 
Club and subsequently to Scottish Swimming Association, 
Great Britain Swimming and FINA, the international governing 
body for swimming. where I was appointed Secretary of the 
FINA medical committee. I have had the privilege of travelling 
to many domestic and international swimming venues all over 
the world.

Outside the world of medicine, I am a keen gardener and grow 
industrial quantities of vegetables to keep myself, my wife, our 
three children and our eight wonderful grandchildren supplied 
for most of the year. Working in the garden, on my allotment or 
in my greenhouse allows me to escape from the challenges of 
everyday life. However, nature will always throw up  a different 
challenge, be it the weather or the beasties, to ensure that I get 
plenty of fresh air and exercise just like the lads on site!

It will be no surprise to the reader that Scots invented virtually 
all that is good in our modern world! With a population 
of just over 5 million, Scots have proven to be a truly rare 
breed, one that strives to innovate and improve humanity. 
From refrigerators to penicillin, telephones to bicycles, colour 
photography to chicken tikka masala…the list is endless. 

Among the lesser known heroes of Scotland is James Taylor 
of Auchenblae. In the 1860s Taylor brought tea plants from 
India to Sri Lanka (formerly Ceylon) and developed the first 
commercial Sri Lankan tea plantation and processing site 
on a 19- acre plot. Under his entrepreneurial direction tea 
production and exports increased from 10.5kg in 1867 to 
22,900 tonnes in 1890. Taylor was an associate of another 
rather better known Scot, Thomas Lipton.

To celebrate the life and work of this remarkable man, the 
village of Auchenblae was gifted a bronze bust of James 
Taylor by Mlesna Tea, a Sri Lankan tea company, to take 
pride of place in the village square.

W M Donald was contracted to construct a granite plinth for 
the bust surrounded by hard landscaping and bespoke tea 
chest seats and planters. Next time you have a flask of tea 
remember the Auchenblae man who made that possible and 
the other Scotsfolk who shaped our world.

Tea and Empire: James 
Taylor of Auchenblae
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As anyone who travels into Aberdeen from Balmedie or 
points further north will testify, the A90 has a tendency 
to flood near the Blackdog/Murcar roundabout during 
periods of heavy rain. At times the inside lane on the 
northbound carriageway has to be shut down for safety 
reasons with static pumps used to clear the surface water. 

No longer! W M Donald’s Drainage Services’ team, on 
the instruction of Balfour Beatty, has solved the problem 
and at a fraction of the cost of an alternative proposal.

Jim Strang is W M Donald’s Drainage Services Manager:

‘The A90/A92 intersection is an important node in 
Aberdeen’s road infrastructure, particularly with the 
completion of the AWPR. 

Along both sides of each A90 carriageway are filter or 
French drains. The drains are 2m deep and 1m wide. 
Camera inspection of the perforated pipe at the bottom of 
the filter drains showed them to be almost dry indicating 
that the filter medium above had become blocked over 
time. There was also evidence of root ingress.

One possible solution would have been to replace the 
existing filter drains with new. This would have been 
extremely expensive and caused huge disruption to traffic 
flows.

Using value engineering techniques we broke the problem 
down into its component parts. We excavated the gravel 
(filter medium) from a section of drain and found that the 
top 25cm was a solid mass and was not allowing water to 
filter down the trench.

Our proposal to our client, Balfour Beatty, was to remove 
the top 25cm using W M Donald’s suction excavator. 

The drains run under power lines and in the proximity of 
critical fibre optic communications infrastructure linked to 
oil and gas platforms in the North Sea so safe excavation 
was paramount. The 150 tonnes of excavated gravel was 
taken from site and regraded for use on other projects.

We then ‘agitated’ the next 30cm of existing gravel using 
the suction excavator and returned it to the trench. This 
was a precautionary measure designed to aerate the filter 
medium. The trench was then topped up with virgin gravel.

Roots were removed from the perforated pipe using our 
powerful Picote cutter.

Several culverts under the A90 had become silted up and 
the W M Donald Kaiser Whale jet-vac was used to clear 
them.’

The affected section 
of the A90 has now 
been transferred to 
the care of Aberdeen 
City Council and with 
regular maintenance 
the filter drains should 
work effectively for 
many years to come.

W M Donald keeps the traffic flowing 
by solving A90 flooding problem
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Back in 2011, it was estimated that one in every five UK-born 
construction workers was over 55. These workers are now 
approaching retirement age and many have already left the 
industry. 

There are many national and regional initiatives to get 
construction on the careers radar of young people. Go 
Construct (www.goconstruct.org), an industry-wide initiative 
operated by the Construction Industry Training Board, is just 
one example.

W M Donald is proud of the loyalty and longevity of its skilled 
workforce. It is also aware that there is both an economic 
imperative and a duty to create the young construction workers 
of the future.

Over the past five years, W M Donald has implemented several 
initiatives to attract and retain younger workers. These initiatives 
have included formal apprenticeships, the introduction of the 
‘green vest’ scheme to give young workers the opportunity to 
learn practical skills ‘on the job’, and a recruitment policy that 
is open to both young applicants and those wanting to switch 
careers later in life.

This proactive approach is slowly bearing fruit. Today, 45% of 
the W M Donald workforce is under 35, with almost one in five 
aged between 16 and 25.

If you are young, bright and hardworking then a career in 
construction with W M Donald could be for you.

All new jobs are posted on our website - 

www.wmdonald.co.uk
Alternatively, email your CV with a covering letter 
explaining why you want to work in construction to: 
info@wmdonald.co.uk.

GROWING W M DONALD’S 
WORKFORCE OF TOMORROW

Ian Gray, Operations Manager, with the Manzie brothers Robert and Jamie

Robert Manzie

Darryn Smith

Darryn Smith and Jack Ellis
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Construction is a hazardous 
industry. It accounts for almost 
30% of all fatal injuries to 
workers in Great Britain. 
Performance has improved over recent decades, and the 
number and rate of fatal incidents, work-related injury 
and ill-health shows a general, long-term downward 
trend. 

Management of construction dusts is generally poor on 
construction sites. Construction dust includes respirable 
crystalline silica (RCS) which is created when cutting, 
sanding, or carving materials like concrete, mortar and 
sandstone. By breathing in RCS, you risk developing 
lung diseases such as silicosis, chronic obstructive 
pulmonary disease (COPD) or lung cancer.

Most of these diseases take a long time to develop, RCS 
builds up in the lungs over time and the effects are not 
immediately obvious. Therefore, contractors should, with 
advice from an occupational health professional, put 
in place a health surveillance programme for workers 
exposed to RCS; such a programme will allow early 
detection of ill health for workers exposed to RCS. 

Regrettably, by the time it is noticed the cumulative 
damage done to a worker’s lungs may already be 
serious and life changing. This may mean permanent 
disability and early death. Despite the raised profile of 
RCS and silicosis some contractors and workers fail to 
recognise the hazard, fail to provide the correct control 
measures, or fail to use them if provided.

The following control measures are the minimum that 
would be expected by the HSE on a construction site 
which is cutting materials containing RCS: 

• Water suppression or on-tool extraction, and 

•  Respiratory protective equipment (RPE); not only for 
those involved in the cutting but for those working 
nearby who may be affected.

Unless water suppression or on-tool extraction fully 
controls/prevents RCS exposure, face-fit tested RPE must 
be provided to protect the worker, and others who may 
be exposed, from any residual risk. 

The largest amount of silica someone should be 
breathing in a day after using the right controls is shown 
below next to the penny.

Poor management of silica dust will result in robust 
enforcement action by the HSE against a contractor; 
if no control measures are in place for silica dust a 
prohibition notice would be served and prosecution 
considered.

Where exposure to RCS is suitably controlled, in line 
with HSE guidance, the risks of developing diseases 
can be minimised.

Connor Gibson 
Her Majesty’s Inspector of Health and Safety – Aberdeen

BREATHE EASY
A serious note of warning from 
Her Majesty’s Inspector of Health 
and Safety

Examples of good working practice
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In recent years W M Donald has 
enjoyed considerable success in both 
the Northern Star Business Awards and 
Trades Awards.
Adam Easton – Site Manager of the Year Award

W M Donald has nominated Adam Easton for the 
‘Site Manager of the Year’ award for his outstanding work on 
the Countesswells project. Adam is typically managing around 
30 W M Donald employees and sub-contractors across five 
live sites on the development. 

After joining W M Donald as a labourer in 2006, Adam worked 
his way quickly up through the ranks and was appointed as a 
Site Manager in 2015. Adam has built on his skills as a sewer 
layer by learning from experts in all aspects of groundworks 
from across the company. His commitment to personal 
development has enabled him to obtain a Level 3 Modern 
Apprenticeship in Occupational Work Supervision.

Adam has a genuine commitment and passion to ‘getting 
the job done’. He is the first on site and the last to leave. 
His proactive approach to site communications 
helps him meet challenging deadlines.

Adam has been a committed advocate for health 
and safety on all the sites he was managed. 
He recently impressed the Lloyds Register auditor 
who spent a day on site with Adam as part of W M Donald’s 
transition from OHSAS 18001 to ISO 45001.

‘Adam’s people management is one of his greatest 
attributes…’ 
Greg Thompson, Stewart Milne Hones

‘Adam is a great asset to W M Donald…’ 
Phil Low, Stewart Milne Homes

‘…(Adam) is without doubt one of the best managers I have 
worked with…’ 
Graham Mann, Stewart Milne Homes

‘…(Adam) is an absolute pleasure to work with and unknown 
to him I have stolen some of his ideas to share with the rest of 
the division to assist with our overall quality!’ 
David Oliver, Barratts North Scotland

‘…another plus from W M Donald’s point of view is that he is 
and has always been an avid Aberdeen FC supporter!’ 
Willie Donald

‘I know Adam would recognise the contribution of Gary 
Burnett to the success of the Countesswells project. Gary 
is the Senior Site Engineer and has worked alongside 
Adam to ensure deadlines and quality targets are met.’ 
Ian Gray, Operations Manager

W M DONALD HOPING 
FOR SUCCESS IN THE 
2019 TRADES AWARDS

Gary Burnett

As can be seen in this edition of the newsletter, health 
and safety is taken very seriously at W M Donald. Our 
entry for the ‘Health and Safety’ category focusses on 
the work undertaken by our dedicated onsite health and 
safety adviser, Fraser Morrison. Fraser works across all 
W M Donald sites of which there are typically thirty 
active at any one time.

Fraser has paid particular attention to improving near 
miss reporting. Everyone at W M Donald is actively 
encouraged to not only report near misses but also 
examples of good working practices. The result of 
Fraser’s commitment to the project is clear to see; in 
2018 reported near misses totalled 284 compared to a 
disappointing 0 in 2017.

Health and Safety Award

STOP PRESS: 
Adam was announced as ‘Site 

Manager of the Year’ at the 
Trades Awards on 7th June. 

Everyone at W M Donald 
would like to congratulate 

Adam on his success.
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St Machar Phase 2
Leiths Loch Hills concrete plant In Dyce supplied W M Donald 
with 100m³ of RIGAflow to St Machar Road on the 28th 
March.

RIGAflow is a highly fluid self-compacting concrete that has 
been specifically designed so that it can be designed to be 
placed without the need of internal or external vibration. The 
highly fluid concrete allows concrete placement with minimal 
effort and is ideal for floor slabs, foundations or applications 
with heavily congested reinforcement

The use of RIGAflow also provides W M Donald with a quicker 
and safer solution to traditional concrete placement as this 
eliminates HAVS, requires reduced labour and can be finished 
without the need for powerfloating.

To put this into perspective, that’s the same size as the 
neighbouring settlement of Kingswells. On completion 
the development will include two primary schools, an 
academy, medical centre with GP and dental practices, 
central park and a network of footpaths and cycle paths 
The developer, Stewart Milne Group, is delivering the 
infrastructure and some of the development areas. Other 
areas of the development have been sold for delivery 
by other key housebuilders such as Barratt Homes and 
Kirkwood Homes.

W M Donald has been contracted to provide the 
development infrastructure and civils works over a 
number of phases. Works include adoptable road and 
sewer construction and delivery of dual fuel, water, 
communications ducting and street lighting. 

COUNTESSWELLS
Countesswells is a new community 
under construction on a 407 acre 
site to the west of Aberdeen.

When completed, Countesswells 
will accommodate 7,000 people in 
3,000 new homes. 
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OOR WULLIE’S BIG 
BUCKET TRAIL 2019
W M Donald is proud to support ‘Oor Wullie’s Big Bucket 
Trail 2019’, the first nationwide public art trail. Between 17 
June and 30 August, sculptures of Oor Wullie, each painted 
by a different artist, will be touring Scotland to raise money for 
children’s charities.

W M Donald is sponsoring one of the sculptures and has 
paired up with artist Charlie Dear. Charlie graduated with a 
degree in visual design and communications in 2014 and is 
forging a career as an illustrator of children’s books. You can 
see examples of Charlie’s work at charliedoodles.com.

Monies raised by the W M Donald sculpture will go to The 
ARCHIE Foundation, the official charity of Royal Aberdeen 
Children’s Hospital.

Oor wee Wullie
As an event sponsor, W M Donald was presented with a ‘wee’ 
Wullie sculpture which it donated to Lairhillock Primary School. 
The children are creating their own design which will be 
displayed in the local community during the bucket trail before 
being returned to the school.

There are over 120 whisky distilleries in Scotland. Many of 
them can be found in the Scottish Highlands due to the purity 
of the water which is vital to the creation of a perfect dram! 
Due to their relatively remote locations, distilleries are rarely 
connected to the natural gas grid and use kerosene fuel oil to 
generate the heat required for distillation.

W M Donald is currently involved in the construction of a 
Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) mother station at Fordoun, 
nine miles south of Stonehaven. The principal economic driver 
behind the project is the delivery of CNG to distilleries across 
the north east. CNG provides what is believed to be a more 
efficient and environmentally friendly alternative to fuel oil.

The Fordoun CNG station will be connected by an 850m long 
steel pipeline connected to the 60” natural gas transmission 
system (NTS) which runs south from St Fergus Gas Terminal. 
The station will chill and compress natural gas to around 1% of 
its volume at standard atmospheric pressure and then store it at 
3,300psi. Road tankers will transport the gas to the distilleries. 
Once converted, public service vehicles and road haulage 
vehicles can also operate on CNG.

W M Donald was contracted to construct over a dozen concrete 
bases on which the CNG equipment will be located. The base 
designs required multiple steps and box outs to accommodate 
the CNG equipment which is due to be delivered and installed 
during June 2019.

The European Clean Fuel Directive aims to make CNG 
refuelling stations far more commonplace, so you may see them 
appearing alongside major roads over the next few years.

W M Donald’s client is CNG Services Ltd.

The perfect 
cocktail: gas, 
whisky and 
concrete!
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Stuart Forbes is one of W M Donald’s 
groundworks specialists. He’s very 
good at his job which is often physically 
demanding. He’s also an inspiration 
for anybody dealing with major injury 
or illness. Stuart has only one arm.
23 years ago, when he was 21 years of age, Stuart was 
working in a sawmill when a bandsaw accident led to him 
losing his left hand and 4 inches above his wrist. His hand and 
wrist have been replaced by a prosthetic hook:

‘Whilst the accident was traumatic at the time, I can honestly say 
that it hasn’t really affected me that much. I am very fortunate 
in still having leverage in my lower arm and the prosthetic hook 
can be very handy when you need to lift up slabs, kerbs and 
manhole covers!’

After his accident, Stuart stayed in the sawmill for a further 
three years before working as a fork lift driver. He found it 
difficult to break into the construction sector due to his injury 
with employers reluctant to believe he could do the jobs he was 
applying for:

‘W M Donald always had a really good reputation in the local 
construction industry and I really wanted to work for them but 
it took me several years to get my opportunity. I’ve been here 
now for eight years and love it. Four years ago I was promoted 
to Supervisor but I found at this junction in my life I wasn’t ready 
for the day to day demands of being a Supervisor so I went 
back on the tools.

I’ve been on site at Blairgowrie for about a year. It’s a social 
housing project and the work is non-stop. I am working 
alongside my son, Cameron, which is a wonderful experience. 
Cameron and the other young boys are the future of the firm.’

For Ian Gray, Operations Manager, Stuart is a key member of 
the W M Donald team:

‘Stuart has a really positive attitude. His approach is that his 
injury is a disadvantage not a disability. In fact, most of the time 
you forget he has a hook at all!’

Outside work, Stuart enjoys hill walking and golf. He plays off 
a handicap of 21 and swings the club with one arm:

‘The key challenge to playing golf with one arm is readjusting 
your balance to accommodate it.

In terms of day-to-day activities, the only thing I struggle with is 
tying knots. I’m fine tying my shoelaces, but ordinary knots can 
be very frustrating!’.

‘ONE ARM? IT’S A DISADVANTAGE 
NOT A DISABILITY’
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Much of the work we do as Civil Engineering 
Contractors requires an element of Temporary 
Works. The complexity of the Temporary 
Works varies considerably and understanding 
the process is critical to avoiding health and 
safety issues. This article seeks to reinforce the 
importance of temporary works and show how 
every member of the W M Donald site team can 
contribute to ensuring temporary works are 
implemented safely.

Temporary works can be defined as, ‘…parts of the works that 
allow or enable construction of, protect, support or provide 
access to, the permanent works and which might or might not 
remain in place at the completion of the work.’

This definition is from BS5975: 2008, the code of practice for 
temporary works procedures. BS5975 was first introduced in 
1982 in response to several high -profile falsework collapses 
and its application has largely eliminated catastrophic large-
scale temporary works failures. However substantial risks 
associated with temporary works still exist if not properly 
considered such as earthwork slope stability, trench shoring, 
formwork, stockpile stability and temporary haul roads.  Even 
relatively simple things such as temporary security fencing can 
be dangerous if, for example, wind loadings haven’t been 
taken into consideration.

There are 4 categories of Temporary Works (defined as 
Category 0, 1 ,2 & 3) Category 0 covers the use of standard 
solutions e.g. shoring boxes in simple excavations where 
the responsibility for checking suitability can be carried out 
in house by another member of the site team. Category 1 
Temporary Works include formwork where the design is 
based on supplier’s technical literature and the suitability 
check is carried out by another member of the design team. 

Category 2 & 3 considers more complex and innovative 
Temporary Works solutions where the responsibility for 
checking the design must be carried out by another person not 
involved with the works or from another organisation.

Under BS5975, W M Donald has to demonstrate that it has in 
place effective arrangements for controlling risks arising from 
the use of temporary works by appointing a Temporary Works 
Co-ordinator for every project; larger projects may require 
one or more Temporary Works Supervisors reporting to the 
Coordinator. 

Austen Brooks has recently completed his Temporary Works 
Coordinator training and we now have five engineers qualified 
to undertake the Coordinator role: Ewan Riddoch, Phil Edgley, 
Fraser Morrison, Scott Dickie and Austen. The Co-ordinator role 
is not to design temporary works, but to manage the temporary 
works design solution on site and ensure that the Temporary 
Works designs are suitable and delivered in accordance with 
relevant drawings and specifications. The regulations state that 
a Temporary Works Coordinator must have, in extremis, the 
authority to stop the work if it is not satisfactory.

Every member of the W M Donald team can contribute to 
ensuring that temporary works are safely implemented and 
monitored by remaining alert to signs that the temporary works 
may have become unsafe and immediately reporting concerns 
to the sites Temporary Works Coordinator.

The critical importance of 
taking temporary works seriously
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CAPTION COMPETITION

LET’S BE SOCIAL...

W M Donald Limited 
Marrlaine, Craigwell, Stonehaven AB39 3QN 
Tel: +44 (0)1569 730590 • Email: info@wmdonald.co.uk www.wmdonald.co.uk

NEXT EDITION...
If you have any ideas for content you would like to see featured in the next edition of the newsletter then get in touch with us 
with your ideas, we are always looking for budding contributors! Email your ideas to Karen: karen@wmdonald.co.uk

Willie walks the West 
Highland Way for Charlie 
House

In April, Willie Donald walked the 96 miles of the West 
Highland Way which stretches from Milngavie to Fort William. 
The aim of the five-day walk was to raise funds for Charlie 
House, a charity that supports babies, children and young 
people with complex disabilities and life-limiting conditions in 
northeast Scotland. Willie was joined on the walk by Ian Gray, 
W M Donald’s Operations Manager.

Charlie House has a Big Build Appeal that is looking to raise 
£8m for a purpose-built, 8-bedroom facility in Aberdeen. 
The charity has already secured £2m of funds but needs to 
reach £4m to access matched funding. Willie’s walk contributed 
just over £9,000 to the pot. You can find out more about the 
Big Build Appeal at www.charliehouse.org.uk.

Annual Fun Day
The annual W M Donald Fun Day for staff, subcontractors 
and their families takes place on 20th July at Corbie 
Park, Maryculter.

Chapelton of Elsick Run
W M Donald will again be sponsoring the medals for 
the Chapelton of Elsick 10k being ‘run’ on the 14th July.

“Mark always wore a new hat 
for Ascot”
Funny? Mildly humorous? Sad!?

Whatever you think, we’re sure you can do much 
better. Text your caption to us by 31st  August to be 
in with a chance of winning a meal for two at the 
Lairhillock Inn.

Text WMDONALD to 60777 followed by 
your name and caption.
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